
A Busy Spring for Strategic Radiology’s PSO….And More

A record 38 quality and safety professionals representing most Strategic Radiology groups attended the company’s Patient Safety 
Organization meeting April 29th– 30th in Tempe, Arizona.  Lisa Mead, Strategic’s Director of Quality and Safety, directed the event.  It 
focused on what Mead calls “the nuts and bolts of the PSO” – what the PSO is, its benefits to groups and the role each group needs to 
play in the PSO, including what data to collect and how to manage it.

“The PSO allows us to focus on quality and patient safety in communications that are privileged and confidential and, by law, are not 
subject to scrutiny by outside groups,” Mead said.  “We can create a ‘safe table’ convening of attendees who share examples and case 
studies and discuss critical results, peer review and physician performance.  The goal is to help each other learn, decrease adverse events 
and improve patient care. The need now is for groups to take advantage of the benefits,” which include being able to discuss data in a 
protected, non-punitive environment.

The meeting included presentations from the NORCAL Mutual Insurance Company which works with SR groups through Strategic’s Risk 
Purchasing Group, from Integra Imaging’s Dwayne Marsh who spoke about conducting a root cause analysis, and from Stacy Harley of 
Southwest Diagnostic Imaging who presented on value stream mapping.  “This was my first QA meeting as a participant,” noted Arl Van 
Moore, Jr., MD, FACR, Strategic Radiology’s chairman.  “I was very impressed with the engagement, the enthusiasm, the sharing of best 
practices and ideas, and the teamwork demonstrated with everyone coming together toward a goal of raising the SR QA standards to a 
point of setting the national standard for our profession.”

The meeting was one of several key recent developments for Strategic’s PSO.  The PSO unveiled a secure portal hub for Strategic groups 
to submit and house their PSO work products such as meeting notes and peer review and safety data.  In addition, Strategic’s PSO was 
recently recertified and relisted by the federal government’s Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) which provides 
oversight for the patient safety organization program. The recertification is good for three years.

Finally, Mead was selected to speak about ‘safe tables’ at a recent AHRQ meeting in Washington. In addition to focusing on safety in 
hospitals, the agency is now turning its attention to diagnostic errors.  She took the occasion of the Washington trip to join members of 
the Alliance for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety who visited with legislative staffers from both political parties to emphasize 
the importance of maintaining legislation that supports PSOs. The Alliance, which is itself a PSO, is an association of PSOs including 
Strategic’s.

Meanwhile, other Strategic Radiology officials were traveling on other key aspects of the business. Strategic Radiology Chief Operating 
Officer Randy Roat, Chip Hardesty, chief operating officer of Radiology Ltd., Mike von Kolen, chief financial officer of Valley Radiologists, 
and Hollie Gallagher and Tim Stuckey of Southwest Diagnostic Imaging attended the Healthcare Business Summit in Las Vegas 
sponsored by MedAssets Healthcare, Strategic’s group purchasing partner.  The meeting connects clients and vendors in the healthcare 
supply chain.  Said Roat, “We came away with a lot of action items.  It became obvious that SR can harvest a lot more savings through 
the program than we are now. This meeting reinforced the opportunity.”  Roat said von Kolen will lead the effort to encourage members 
to take fuller advantage of group purchasing.

Also in late April, Adam Fogle, chief operating officer at Quantum Radiology, Rick Brown, Strategic’s chief development officer, Alicia 
Vasquez, chief executive officer of Radiant Imaging and others attended the Radiology Business Managers Association meeting in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado.  “One thing that stood out was the increasing number of consolidators among the vendors,” Fogle observed. 
“Well-known public and private equity-backed groups like vRad, Sheridan and RadPartners were there, but also a number I had never 
heard of before. Clearly, they regard radiology as an opportunity.”

Mary Christensen, marketing director of Mountain Medical Physicians Services, spoke about Strategic’s ‘My-Radiologist’ campaign as 
part of an effort to expose it to a larger audience. Christensen played a key role in developing ‘My-Radiologist’, which educates 
healthcare consumers and patients about the scope of services radiologists provide.
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 “The goal is to help each other learn, decrease adverse events and improve 
patient care. The need now is for groups to take advantage of the benefits.”

Lisa Mead, Director of Quality and Safety for Strategic Radiology


